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During the month of December, our Department 
of Innovation and Learning has been working on 
revisions to our Return to Learn plan that would take 
eff ect second semester, which begins January 5, 
2021. Revisions were based on feedback received 
throughout the fi rst semester.  

In late Fall 2020, the District was exploring how to 
begin increasing in-person learning opportunities 
for our secondary students with the start of the 
second semester in January 2021. The recent spike 
in Covid-19 cases in our local community will now 
most certainly cause us to delay this original goal. 
Looking ahead, you will fi nd the proposed revisions 
to the plan as we prepare for January 2021 and the 
beginning of second semester in LPS:

• Elementary level (grades PreK-5) students will 
continue to be provided in-person learning 
opportunities Monday-Friday. One change 
for elementary in-person and virtual learners 
during the second semester is that elementary 
schools will be on a two-hour early release 
schedule every Wednesday during the second 
semester. This will provide needed professional 
development and time for our elementary 
teaching teams to collaborate. 

• Liberty Virtual School will continue in its current 
format for the second semester with the only 
change being the two-hour early release on 
Wednesdays for elementary school. Any families 
interested in participating in this 100% virtual 
learning opportunity are encouraged to visit the 
LVS website at www.lps53.org/lvs.

• Secondary level (grades 6-12) students will 
continue with the current fl exible learning model 
that was in place fi rst semester. Following 
recent feedback, there will be a focus on both 
increased learning on virtual learning days for 
hybrid students and an increase in engagement 
and learning on virtual Wednesdays. Additional 
details will be shared with families as we begin 
second semester. 

It is important to share that the District continues 
to prepare for scenarios in which we can increase 
in-person learning opportunities for our secondary 
learners, but will only do so when Covid-19 related 
data begins trending in a more positive direction, 
making it safe to do so. 

This continues to be an extremely fl uid situation and 
one that is likely to continue evolving in the coming 
days and weeks. Please know that the safety and 
health of our students and staff  remains our top 
priority in LPS. We also cannot stress enough 
the gratitude we have for our students, staff , and 
families for your patience, grace, and fl exibility 
during this unprecedented time.

RETURN TO LEARN: WHAT YOU 
CAN EXPECT SECOND SEMESTER
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SECONDARY FLEXIBLE LEARNING SCHEDULE (GRADES 6–12)

ELEMENTARY LEARNING SCHEDULE (PreK–5)

Face-to-Face Student Schedule

Second Semester for All Students in LPS Begins Tuesday, January 5, 2021

Elementary students (PreK–5) choosing the face-to-face option will continue to be provided face-to-face learning 
opportunities at their home school fi ve days a week.  Class sizes will be kept at a number that allows us to adhere to social 
distancing recommendations.  Elementary students choosing our Liberty Virtual School (100% online) option will continue to 
be off ered this learning model during second semester.

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

   Students in Group 

1 (Last Names A-K)

attend their school 
in-person.

   Students in Group 

2 (Last Names 

L-Z) learn from 
home using online 
curriculum and tools 
with limited teacher 
interaction.

All school 
schedules, start and 
end times remain 
the same.

   Students in Group 

1 (Last Names A-K)

attend their school 
in-person.

   Students in Group 

2 (Last Names 

L-Z) learn from 
home using online 
curriculum and tools 
with limited teacher 
interaction.

All school 
schedules, start and 
end times remain 
the same.

   Students in Group 

2 (Last Names L-Z) 

attend their school 
in-person.

   Students in Group 

1 (Last Names 

A-K) learn from 
home using online 
curriculum and tools 
with limited teacher 
interaction.

All school 
schedules, start and 
end times remain 
the same.

   Students in Group 

2 (Last Names L-Z) 

attend their school 
in-person.

   Students in Group 

1 (Last Names 

A-K) learn from 
home using online 
curriculum and tools 
with limited teacher 
interaction.

All school 
schedules, start and 
end times remain 
the same.

All students attend 
virtually (learning 
from home)

Teachers will lead 
online instruction 
and engage with 
all of their students 
virtually.

All secondary 
teachers will work a 
regular schedule.

• Secondary students choosing our Liberty Virtual School (100% online) option will continue to be o� ered this learning model during 

the second semester. For more information on Liberty Virtual School, visit the LVS website at www.lps53.org/lvs.

• Students in grades 6-12 that attend ESC/BEST/TLC classes will attend 5 days per week with an early release day on Wednesday.

• Following stakeholder feedback, there will be a focus on both increased learning on virtual learning days for hybrid students and an 

increase in engagement and learning on virtual Wednesdays.

• One change for elementary in-person and virtual learners during the second semester is that elementary schools will be on a 

two-hour early release schedule every Wednesday. This will provide needed time for our elementary teaching teams to collaborate 

around learning and spend time with professional development. 

SCHEDULE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
If guidance from local health offi  cials eases up on restrictions due to lower exposure levels of COVID-19 in 
our community, LPS would consider increasing the number of days that students attend classes at a point 
during the second semester.  Conversely, students may be shifted to a full-time virtual setting at any time 
if advised to do so by local health offi  cials.
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OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU
TOP PRIORITIES

Providing safe and healthy learning environments for 
students and staff when it is deemed appropriate to 
physically return to school for those choosing this option.

Providing quality instruction for all learners, 
regardless of the method of delivery.

Offering our families with options on how you 
would like us to deliver instruction to your child 
(following guidance from health officials to do so).

Accommodating as many students in a face-to-face 
learning environment as possible in spaces that are 
safe and healthy.

For those learners that are under-resourced or under-
represented, providing equitable learning opportunities 
whether physically present in our schools or learning virtually.

Providing timely and accurate communication to families, 
and being transparent throughout the pandemic.

@LibertySchools

www.lps53.org

STAY 
CONNECTED 
WITH US

LPS has remained in close 
contact with various local 
health officials with the 
top priority keeping our 
students and staff safe and 
healthy.  These partners 
throughout have included 
the Clay County Public 
Health Center, the Kansas 
City, Missouri Health 
Department, Liberty 
Hospital, Children’s Mercy 
Hospital, and other metro 
and regional health 
organizations.

HEALTH PARTNERS 
ARE KEY TO SUCCESS
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OUR JOURNEY TOGETHER
When realizing the likelihood of an extended school closure, steps were quickly taken by LPS administration to 
form a Reentry Task Force.  The 50+ member team was tasked with developing plans that not only addressed 
work around the successful reentry into schools for the 2020-2021 school year, but also the short-term needs of 
the district.  Nine teams were formed to work around nine plans, including:

1. REENTRY (Fall 2020)

Purpose: Evaluate options (virtual & face-to-
face) to accommodate the start of the ’20-’21 
school year in August.
2. SUMMER SCHOOL

Purpose: Evaluate options (virtual & face-to-face) 
to accommodate summer school in June and July.
3. SUMMER ACTIVITIES/EVENTS/CAMPS

Purpose: Develop plans for school related 
activities, camps and events in June, July and 
early August.
4. RETURN TO WORK

Purpose: Develop a plan that provides specific 
guidance to staff as it relates to preparing/training 
for and returning to work during the pandemic.
5. FACILITIES USE

Purpose: Set guidance and protocols for using 
District campuses, facilities and buildings for staff, 
the community and those who rent space.
6. PROCUREMENT

Purpose: Develop and maintain a plan and 
budget regarding purchasing products, supplies 

and materials to assist with preparations & 
enhancements necessary to accommodate  
reentry in the summer and fall.
7. OPERATING PROCEDURES/BASELINE

Purpose: Develop and monitor a plan that 
provides specific direction consistent with city, 
county, state and federal guidance as it relates to 
accommodating the return of staff, students and 
visitors during the pandemic.
8. GRADUATION

Purpose: Provide the Class of 2020 and families 
the opportunity for celebration of their academic 
careers in Liberty Public Schools in a safe and 
healthy environment.
9. 2019-2020 CLOSEOUT

Purpose: Gather and distribute personal/district 
items from all facilities that may have been left 
by students and staff prior to the extended 
school closure in March 2020 in a safe and 
healthy manner.

A COMMITMENT TO STAYING 
CONNECTED WITH YOU
Throughout this process, LPS has been committed to 
both engaging with families with regular updates and 
survey opportunities, and most recently offering focus 
groups in both face-to-face and virtual settings over the 
summer. In addition, all stakeholder groups are provided 
regular opportunities to gain additional information 
through our new engagement tool, Let’s Talk, and social 
media platforms.

Nearly

23,000
Over

50,000
Over

200

surveys completed by parents, 
students, and staff.

questions answered on Let’s 
Talk engagement portal.

views and dialogues on 
Facebook LIVE Return to Learn 
update held July 29, 2020

stakeholders, including parents 
and staff, participated in focus 
groups in June/July 2020.

Over

5,000
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COVID-19
TESTING

LPS now off ers rapid COVID-19 testing at our testing facility, located at 300 Blue Jay Drive, which is just south 
of the Liberty High School Activities Complex. This testing opportunity will be off ered only for LPS staff  and 
students. Below, you will fi nd important information to know regarding the testing site and procedures: 

• The BinaxNOW Rapid Test is only viable with 
individuals who are within days 1-7 of symptom 
onset.

• Tests are available by appointment only and 
require pre-authorizations from Liberty Public 
Schools.

• There will be a limited number of testing 
appointments available each day. 

• Hours of operation for the testing site: Monday-
Friday, 9 a.m.–12 p.m. and 1–3 p.m.

• The test is off ered at no cost to LPS staff  and 
students.

• The test is strictly voluntary/optional, and any 
student under the age of 18 must be accompanied 
by their parent or guardian, who will be required to 
provide consent for the test.

• Test results will be available approximately 15 
minutes after being administered. 

• The BinaxNOW Rapid Test boasts a high accuracy 
rate (97.1% sensitivity).

• The primary purpose of the test is to more quickly 
identify COVID-19 positive individuals and isolate 
them at home so as not to spread the virus more 
widely. 

• Any positive test result will require that the 
individual self-quarantine per public health 
guidance.

• Any negative test result may necessitate further 
testing. Additionally, students/staff  who test 
negative will not be permitted to return to school 
or work until further evaluation is completed and 
there is an improvement of symptoms.

All of the important information you will need to 
know regarding COVID-19 rapid testing can be 
found on our website, which can be accessed by 
visiting www.lps53.org/LPSRapidCovidTest.
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LPS VIRTUAL 
SCHOOL

A QUALITY ONLINE EXPERIENCE 5 DAYS A WEEK

• Students are supported in their 
online learning by certifi ed LPS 
teachers who have received 
professional development and 
are dedicated to virtual learning.

• Expectations for both 
attendance and grading is the 
same for students attending 
school in the face-
to-face format.

• Students follow a school schedule Monday through 
Friday (www.lps53.org/lvschedules).

• Teachers communicate regularly with parents/
guardians to ensure attendance and monitor for 
needed support.

• District issued devices are available 
for all students based on their learning 
needs. Students attending LPS Virtual School 
will need access to reliable high speed internet. 
If families need Internet access, LPS will 
provide options to accommodate requests.  
Families can call our HelpDesk at 816-736-7078 
to begin the process.

• Students attending Liberty Virtual School are 
expected to complete all required assessments, as 
required by the state of Missouri.

• Full-time virtual students are eligible for Missouri 
State High School Activities Association (MSHSAA) 
sanctioned extracurricular activities as long as 
students meet GPA and other requirements set 
forth by the school/district.

• Our goal is to continue building relationships with 
students in the virtual environment just as we do 
in the traditional classroom. Our virtual classes are 
taught by LPS Virtual School teachers who may 
or may not be physically working from the school 
at any given time. Students have multiple ways to 
connect with their teachers including Canvas, our 
learning management system, as well as email 
and Zoom. 

www.lps53.org/lvs

The LPS Virtual School experience is a comprehensive school 
experience.  LPS has worked incredibly hard to build an online 
platform that is signifi cantly more robust than the “emergency 
learning” virtual plan that we were forced into last spring at the 
beginning of the pandemic and subsequent stay at home order.
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• For continuity of instruction, we have requested 
that changes in virtual or face-to-face modality 
take place at the quarter for grades K-8 and at the 
semester for grades 9-12 due to credit acquisition 
for graduation requirements. If extenuating 
circumstances necessitate a change outside of 
this time frame, we will work with families to best 
address the needs of their students. 

• Several good resources are available for both 
students and parents that are intended to enhance 
the LPS Virtual School experience, including a 
Parent Support Guide and Instructional Action 
Guide.  These resources and more can be found in 
the LPS Return to Learn portal at 
www.lps53.org/returntolearn.

LPS VIRTUAL SCHOOL (cont.)

HELP DESK / SUPPORT 
FOR VIRTUAL STUDENTS
The LPS HelpDesk (816-736-7078) 
will be available for technical support 
during school hours.

• Students have a daily schedule for learning
• Students are able to transition between virtual and 

face-to-face at the beginning/end of each quarter
• Instruction focuses mainly on reading and math. Students are off ered the following electives: 

art, health, PE, informational literacy, and music
• Parents and students receive technology support as needed
• Additional instructional materials are provided as needed to accommodate learning from home
• Students enrolling in virtual learning remain connected to their home school

ELEMENTARY VIRTUAL LEARNING
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• Schools continue to provide Liberty Virtual 
Courses or Missouri Course Access and 
Virtual School Program (MOCAP) courses to fi t 
individual student needs

• Parents and students receive technology 
support as needed

• Additional instructional materials are provided as 
needed to accommodate learning from home

• Students enrolling in virtual learning remain 
connected to their home school

HIGH SCHOOL VIRTUAL LEARNING

LPS VIRTUAL SCHOOL (cont.)

• Students follow a block schedule Monday through Friday
• Students are able to transition between virtual and face-to-face 

at the beginning/end of each quarter
• Students are provided with virtual teachers from one of the four 

middle school buildings with a priority to match students to their 
building teachers as enrollment allows

• Parents and students receive technology support as needed
• Additional instructional materials are provided as needed to 

accommodate learning from home
• Students enrolled in virtual learning remain connected to their 

home school

MIDDLE LEVEL VIRTUAL LEARNING
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PROTECTIVE 
EQUIPMENT

IN LPS, MASKS WILL BE REQUIRED FOR STAFF AND STUDENTS AT ALL TIMES

Per the Clay County Public Health Center amended order dated July 14, 2020, staff , students, visitors, and vendors 
are required to wear a proper cloth face covering when in a District facility or when using District transportation. 
As an exemption, the covering may be removed when the individual is in a setting in which social distancing can 
clearly be maintained for an extended period of time. For a full list of exemptions, visit clayhealth.com/masks.

• Staff , students, visitors and vendors must always 
have a proper cloth face covering on their 
person in a District facility or when using District 
transportation.

• Student face coverings are to be provided by 
their family. Teachers and bus drivers will have 
disposable masks available to students who forget 
or lose their mask. 

• Face coverings are not recommended for children 
under the age of 2.

• Face coverings are not recommended for anyone 
who has trouble breathing or is otherwise unable to 
remove the covering without assistance. If staff  is 
unable to wear a covering due to breathing issues, 
social distancing must be maintained at all times.

• Gloves are to be worn by staff  when caring or 
cleaning for someone who is sick, but are otherwise 
not necessary.

• Alternative forms of protection such as face shields 
are allowed, but only for those students unable to 
wear a mask due to exempted conditions (asthma, 
etc.). Families are always encouraged to connect 
with your school nurse with questions.

We encourage families to visit 
with your child(ren) about the 
importance of both social distancing 
and wearing face coverings while 
at school. LPS will remain in close 
contact with local health offi  cials 
and will update any COVID-19 
policies/procedures as the 
situation evolves. If/when our mask 
requirement is relaxed or eliminated, 
we will communicate this information 
to families in a timely manner.

It is all about protecting classmates, 
teachers, and staff  and to prevent the 
spread of COVID-19. 

HOW YOU CAN HELP

WHY MASKS ARE NECCESSARY
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PERSONAL 
HYGIENE & KEEPING 
FACILITIES CLEAN

HAND HYGIENE IS KEY

REGULAR THOROUGH CLEANINGS OF BUILDINGS

• Students and staff  will be strongly encouraged to regularly wash 
their hands throughout the day with soap and water for at least 
20 seconds. Hands should always be washed before eating, 
before touching one’s face, and after using the restroom.

• Students and staff  will be strongly encouraged to regularly 
apply hand sanitizer throughout the day.

• Students and staff  will be strongly encouraged to properly cover 
their face by using their upper arm when they sneeze or cough.

• Students and staff  will be encouraged to bring their own water, 
clearly marked and labeled.

• Before each day, custodial staff  will provide a thorough cleaning 
and sanitizing of all occupied spaces consistent with CDC 
guidance and LPS custodial protocols.

• Throughout the day, custodial staff  will clean and sanitize higher 
use areas at regular intervals.

• While spaces are occupied by students, non-custodial staff  (i.e., 
coaches, teachers) may assist with cleaning and sanitizing these 
areas using District provided cleaning supplies. All materials 
and methods will be safe for public use.

• Buses will be sanitized and disinfected between routes.
• To increase ventilation within enclosed spaces, buildings will 

engage HVAC systems during off  hours, and windows may be 
opened when safe and viable.

HOW YOU 
CAN HELP
We cannot stress 
enough the 
importance of 
keeping your child 
home from school if 
they are showing any 
signs or symptoms 
of COVID-19.  
According to health 
experts, a vital step 
in the fi ght to slow 
the spread in the 
midst of a pandemic 
is following this 
instruction to ensure 
a student doesn’t 
spread the virus to a 
large population.
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SOCIAL DISTANCING 
WHILE AT SCHOOL

The term Social Distancing has become a regular phrase in our society since the beginning of the pandemic in March 
2020. Striving to maintain 6 feet of separation between individuals is an important measure in controlling the spread of 
the disease. Several guidelines are provided below that will help promote social distancing during the school day.

• When arriving at school, all students are to report 
directly to their home classroom (elementary) or fi rst 
period class (middle/high school). Students that eat 
breakfast at school will eat in their home classroom.

• Informational and educational signage pertaining 
to COVID-19 will be installed throughout our 
buildings as a reminder to students, staff , visitors 
and vendors to adhere to public health guidance 
and practices.

• Distancing and directional prompts will be installed 
throughout the District to provide guidance to 
staff , students, vendors and visitors as reminders 
to best ensure proper distancing in key areas 
where congregating is likely and in high traffi  c 
hallways and corridors where congestion is likely.

• Students will not congregate in the lunchroom, 
commons areas, gymnasiums, hallways or other 
large areas at arrival or dismissal times.

• Plans will be put in place to minimize opportunities 
for groups of students to interact during arrival and 
dismissal times.

• Student assemblies or any other large gatherings 
will not take place.

STAYING SAFE AND HEALTHY 
WHILE RIDING THE SCHOOL BUS
Our LPS transportation team conducted an opt-in 
process in August 2020 to begin preparations for 
transporting our students in a safe and healthy 
manner when classes resume. Parents who are 
able to personally transport their students to/from 
school are encouraged to do so to help minimize 
the number of students riding the bus and allow 
for minimized student contact.

• We will be making modifi cations to our bus 
loading and unloading procedures, with 
changes being that students will load from the 
back to the front in an eff ort to minimize student 
contact and interaction

• Hand sanitizer will be available for students’ use
• Students will have assigned seats to limit 

exposure
• Buses will be cleaned following routes.
• No more than two students per seat will be 

allowed; with siblings encouraged to share 
a seat

• Students and drivers will be required to wear 
face coverings while on the bus
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COVID-19 
PROCEDURES

If Someone is Presenting with COVID-19 Symptoms 

• Individuals who are symptomatic (fever [100 degrees F] or chills, cough, shortness 
of breath or diffi  culty breathing, fatigue, muscle or body aches, headache, new 
loss of taste or smell, sore throat, congestion or runny nose, nausea or vomiting, 
diarrhea) will be required to stay at home and arrange to be tested for COVID-19. 

If Someone Tests Positive for COVID-19 

• The infected person is sent home to self-quarantine and isolate for at least 10 
days, maintaining social distancing from others.

If Someone Lives in the Same Household with a COVID-19 Positive Individual 

• Individuals living in the same household with an infected person are 
automatically sent home to self-quarantine for 14 days from the date of their 
last exposure to the infected person.

If Someone is Identifi ed as a Close Contact to a COVID-19 Positive Individual 

• A Close Contact is defi ned as any individual who was within 6 feet of an 
infected person for at least 15 consecutive or cumulative minutes, regardless 
of whether the individual was wearing a cloth face covering during this 
contact time.

• A Close Contact is required to self-quarantine and stay home and maintain 
social distance from others until 14 days after their last day of exposure to the 
infected person. 

• Any asymptomatic Close Contact identifi ed as an essential worker by the Clay 
County Public Health Center will not be required to self-quarantine but rather 
will be allowed to remain at work provided they wear a mask and closely 
monitor for any symptoms of COVID-19.

If Someone has been in Close Proximity to an Asymptomatic Close Contact

• If an individual has been within 6 feet of an asymptomatic person who has 
been identifi ed as a Close Contact (as defi ned by Clay County Public Health), 
closely monitor for any symptoms of COVID-19.

• Always maintain 
social distance to 
avoid a potential 14+ 
day quarantine

• Always wear a mask 
when required or 
recommended

• Create a contingency 
plan for your family 
in case you will need 
to quarantine due to 
exposure.

• Contact a health 
care provider for 
further guidance 
and potential testing 
when displaying 
symptoms of 
COVID-19.

IMPORTANT

REFERENCES:

Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention Contact 
Tracing, Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention 
Frequently Asked 
Questions: Contact Tracing
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POSSIBLE SCHOOL 
CLOSURES

THE NEW NORMAL IN THE MIDST OF A PANDEMIC

The Continued Possibility of School Closures

At any given time, LPS may need to close a classroom, 
school, or the entire District to prevent the spread of 
COVID-19 or due to increased student and/or staff  
absenteeism.  We will remain in close contact with the Clay 
County Public Health Center and will make school closure 
decisions based on their guidance.

• LPS will consider a school closure based on city, county 
and state guidelines and will consider the percentage 
of the population testing positive for COVID-19 relative 
to the environment of the school building.  For example, 
age-level, make-up of building occupants, likelihood of 
exposure to employees and students in the building.

• When a person is confi rmed as having COVID-19 in one 
of our facilities, LPS will immediately begin working 
with the Clay County Public Health Center to assess 
factors such as the likelihood of exposure to employees 
and students in the building, the number of cases in 
the community (facility), and other factors that would 
determine when the building should close.  Any school 
closures will be determined on a case-by-case basis 
depending on age-level, make-up of building occupants, 
etc.

• All other district sites that are unaff ected would 
remain open.

• If a temporary school closure would need to occur, 
teachers and students participating in face-to-face 
school will immediately transition to temporary virtual 
learning.  Students would remain with their assigned 
classroom teachers.

While being in the midst of a 
pandemic, students should 
always be prepared for a 
short-term school closure 
at any time and should be 
prepared to transition to 
virtual learning.  The following 
items should be brought 
home from school each day:

• District-issued electronic 
device

• District-issued charger for 
electronic device

• Pens, notebooks, and 
any additional items for 
learning

• Any additional important 
items that might normally 
be left at school
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HELPFUL RESOURCES
STAY UP-TO-DATE WITH COVID-19

Online Resources

• Clay County Public Health Center Website
• Kansas City, Missouri Health Department Website
• Children’s Mercy - Kansas City COVID-19 Resources
• DHSS & DESE Reopening Information
• CDC:  Symptoms of COVID-19
• CDC:  Use of Masks to Help Slow the Spread of COVID-19
• CDC:  The Importance of Social Distancing
• CDC:  Tips to Prevent the Spread of Germs and Illness
• CDC:  Handwashing - Keeping Your Family Healthy

Information within this LPS 
Return to Learn guide is 
always subject to change, 
as this pandemic remains 
an extremely fl uid situation.  
For the most recent 
updates, we encourage you 
to visit our website 
(www.lps53.org) and remain 
engaged to our regular 
communication updates.
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